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Aljadeff and Grosset [ I] showed that free modules over a 
s~be~~~~e~tia~ growth satisfy the “‘uniq 
known as IBN (invariant base number). 
modify their proof to obtain a rank on all 
over an affine algebra R over a field F, which fo 
with the customary rank of a free module when 
growth. At times this turns out to be a §y~~este~ ran 
rk) CR and R=F{Sj =Bi{rI, 
:FJ R has ~~~@x~o~~~~~~~ growl 
= 0. By “‘log” we aEways mean natural logarithm, i.e., 
our limits are always taken as n -+ co. 
IQN 1. Suppose R and S a- 
module. Define M, = Cf= 1 
I, . . . . xt), define rank,,,(M) = 
i~f~~a~k~~(~): M is spanned by X>. 
the usual definition GK diversion of a module; in 
dim RC2) = 1, but rank 2) z.z 2. 
rank,;.(M) 6 /Xl, 2 
ents that can span M. Eso rank, depends on the choice of 
generating set S for R; we shall discuss this later. First Bet us g~~e~a~~~e the 
result of [I]. 
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LEMMA 2. Suppose R has subexponential growth, and m = lim(m,/d,). 
Then rank,,; s(M) 3 m for any spanning set x’ of M. 
ProojY (inspired by Cl]). Suppose M= xi= i Rxi = x1?= 1 Rx;. Write 
xi = cJ’= I r,x;; then there is some c for which {rV: 1~ i 6 t, 1< j d u} G R,, 
implymg xi E xi R,xi. Let X’ = (xi, . . . . xl}, ML = cj R,xJ, rnk = [ML:F], 
and m’ = i&(mb/d,) = rank,,; s(M). Then 
Given E>O there is n,, such that m’+ s>mL/d, for all n >nO, so 
m,dmL,. < (m’ + E) d,,+ .; furthermore, we can pick n, such that 
m<m,/d,+e for all n>nO. Thus 
m~(m’+~)d,+.l4,+~, 
SO 
m/m’~d,,,./d,+(~ +d,,.ld,)~lm’~d,,.ld,+s’mlm’, 
where G’ = (1 + (( S( + 1)‘) E/m, implying 
(l-~~)m/m’<d,,+,/d,. 
Iterating some number u times (applied to n, n t- c, n + 2c, etc.) yields 
((l-&‘)(m/m’))“~d,+,,ld,; 
taking logarithms yields 
v(log( 1 - E’) + log(m/m’)) < log d, + cL, - log d,; 
dividing by v and letting v --, co yields 
log( 1 -s’) + log(m/m’) 6 0 - 0 = 0 
(the right side being 0 since R has subexponential growth). Letting E + 0 
we see E’ + 0 and thus log(1 -E’) --f 0, implying log(m/m’) d 0. Conse- 
quently m < m’. Q.E.D. 
Inspired by this result let us define lower rank,,,(M) = b(m,/d,) and 
lower rank,(M) = sup{Iower rank*,,(M): M is spanned by X>. 
COROLLARY 3. If R has subexponential growth then lower rank,(M) d 
rank s(M). 
ProoJ The lemma shows lower rank,,;.(M) drank,(M) for every 
spanning set x’, so take the sup. Q.E.D. 
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TmomM 4. Fix a generating set S for R. Jf 
growth and the sequence (mm/d,) converges to a limi 
rank,(M) = lower rank,( 
ProoJ: m 6 lower rank,(M) d rank,(M) d m. *ED%. 
COROLLARY 5. rank,(R”‘) = t (for any generating set S cf 
taking the standard base we have each m, = td,,, so that m,/ 
certain/y the constant sequence (t > converges. Thus t is uniquely determined? 
and we have reproved [I]. 
would like to find other instances 
from one particular spanning set o 
of ~~~~~~~~~~~y bounded growth, i.e., d, d IF for some t E 
large n. In this case one defines GK dim 
stands for Gelfand-Kirillov. A standard 
the basic facts are also to be found in 
dimension is quite well-behaved when it also equals 
which is called the lower Gel&and-KirilEo 
holds in several interesting situations (afhe 
s of enveloping algebras of finite dimensi Lie algebras, group 
as of ~i~~ote~t~by~~~~te groups, etc. ). This s us to the next fact. 
LEMMA 6. IfGK dim(R) = lower G ) < cc then liIq2,, aog(d,,)/ 
log(d,) = 4, fx any c > 1. 
Proq? Let t = GK dim(R). It is easy to see that if 1~ 1 then C = 0 and 
is amity-dimensional, in which case d, reaches F! for suitably large 
n, so that the assertion is trivial. Thus we may as e t 3 1. Take a0 large 
enough such that /(log d,/log n) - t/ < te for all n > q,. T 
t(1 -&)<log d,Jlogn < t(E ie)? 
log d,,/log d, = (log d,Jog %C)(lQg m/Bog n)/(log d,Jog n) 
< t( 1 + E)(l + (lsg c/log n))/(t(l - E)) < P i 3F 
enough n. 
iselogd,,/logd,>,t(l-&)(B+(Iogc/$sgn)/(t(l+&))3a-3E. 
Lemma 6 clearly implies log d, +,/log dn + 1 for any c > 
like to conclude d,, + ,ld,, + 1, i.e., log dn + r -log d,, + 0 but 
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does not follow formally: Let d, = 22m+ ’ for 2” < n < 2m+ ‘. Then 
log dJlog n + 2 and log d2,/log d, = (2m + 2 + t)/(2m + t) -+ 1, but d, + 2/dn 
takes on the value 4 whenever n is a power of 2. Thus we must define a new 
condition. 
DEFINITION 7. R has strictly defined growth (with respect to S) if 
- 
lim, + m (dn+,ldJ = 1. 
Remark 8. 
-Y-- 
If R has strictly defined growth then hm,, o. (d,+,/d,) = 1 
for any natural number c. 
THEOREM 9. If R has strictly defined growth then rank,(M) = 
rankY; s(M) for every spanning set X’ of M. 
Proof. Suppose M= xi= 1 Rx, = c,“= 1 Rx;. Write xj= xi= I riixi; 
then there is some c for which (rii: 1 <i< t, 1 <j< U} s R,, implying - 
xj~C~R,x~. Let ML=z,R,xJ, mk= [Mh:fl, and m’=hm,,, (ml/d,,). 
As in Lemma 2 define m = lim(m,/d,,). We want to prove m = ml. Pick any 
E > 0. Note 
implying there is n, such that rn; d m,, c d (m + E) d, +r for all n 3 n,; we 
can choose no so that log d, + c < E + log d, for all n 3 n,. Then 
log rni < log(m + 8) + E + log d,, 
so 
log(mL/d,) = log ml, -log d, d log(m + E) + E. 
Taking limits and putting E -+ 0 yields log m’<log m, so m’<m. By 
symmetry, m < m’. Q.E.D. 
Note on ProoJ: The definition of rank,(M) still depends on the choice 
of S. Thus each choice of S could conceivably give us a different rank, but 
the rank of R(‘) will always be t, as noted above. 
EXAMPLE 10. The following algebras have strictly defined growth: 
(i) If R is the polynomial algebra F[i,, . . . . A,] then as in [3, 
Section 6.21 we have (for S= {A,, . . . . A,}) 
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(ii) More generally if R = T[/I] and T has strictly defined growth 
with respect to S then R has strictly with respect to 
(I”> iJs. 
ProoJ R,=C TnPiii, so d,=C j(T), where d,‘,(T) = [T, :FI. Thus 
Id,,= ~+4z+,tT)E,.. 4-i(T). iven t’> 0 we take k large enough 
that d,(T)>(l -E)~,+~(T) for n 3 k. Thenm for all i 3 k, 
di(T)>(i-&)“+‘~id~+,(T): 
impIying 
dJT)>d,+,(T) c (I-E)“” ’ 
k II k<i<n 
=(n-E)d,+l(T)(B-(l-&)“+‘~k)/e. 
Take II large enough such that (1 - E)~+ ’ --’ < I/%. 
4(73<2E/(I -E) 
y E we have & + r/d, < 1 + 2&/(1 - 8) for ah suitably large n. This 
ies d,+,/d,+l as n+n=. 
i) If the associated graded algebra of an affine algebra 
has strictly defined growth, then R also has strictly defin 
since the growth functions “match.” In particular, envelopin 
finite dimensional Lie algebras have strictly defined growth 
associated graded algebra of an enveloping algebra is a polyno 
over a field, and thus has strictly defined growth; by (i) or (ii). 
Note that strictly defined growth does not formally im 
growth, e.g., if log cl, z (log n)’ then log da,, 1 - log ,3n z (Iog(n -I- I ))” - 
(Iog n)’ = (Iog(n + 1) -log n)(Iog(n + 1) + log n) z log(l + i/+2)(2 log n) 22 
(2/n) log n + 0. 
This rank has several nice properties. 
PROPOSITION 1 I. Assume S is a given generating set for W. Then rank, 
has the following properties: 
(i) rank.(R) = 1 $ R has s~bex~~~e~t~a~ growth, by Theorem 4. 
(ii) If&l is a homomorphic image ofN then rank,( 
(iii) If M 6 N then rank,(N) < rank,(M) -t rai~k~~(~/~~~. 
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(iv) rank,(M, @ M2) d rank,(M,) + rank,(M,), equality holding 
when R has strictly defined growth. 
Proof Just take the correct spanning sets; in (iii) take a spanning set 
of N which consists of a spanning set of M and a set of representatives of 
a spanning set of N/M. 
COROLLARY 12. When R has strictly defined growth with respect to S, 
rank, is a Sylvester module rank function in the sense of [4, p. 971. 
Unfortunately it is not clear whether this takes values in (l/n) Z. 
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